
COG’s 2019 member survey responses: non-members 
 
RESPONSES 
A total of 173 responses to the survey were received. 145 (84%) stated that they were COG 
members and 28 (16%) stated that they were non-members. This report focuses on the responses 
provided by people who identified as being non-members. 
 
DEMOGRAPHICS 
The non-members were younger than the members: 42% stated that they were aged 60 years or 
older, compared with 74% of the members being in this age group. 1 
 
The non-members were more likely to be male than were the members: non-members 73% male, 
27% female, compared with members 46% male and 54% female. 
 
Similar proportions of the non-members (81%) and members (86%) lived in the ACT, rather than 
interstate. 
 
WHAT IS COG FOR? 
The non-members differed from the members with respect to their assessment of the relative 
importance of COG’s objects and purposes: 50% of the non-members thought that they were all of 
equal importance compared with 82% of the members. The non-members gave higher priority to 
‘promote the conservation of native birds and their habitats’ than did the members. 
 
When asked ’Should anything be added to COG’s objects and purposes? If so, what?’, two responses 
were received: 

• Just try to reach more people who may be interested! 
• Strengthen links/communication with international organisations with regard to migrating 

birds  Strengthen links/communication with other groups, e.g., NSW and Victorian groups   
Promote volunteering by members for researchers around Australia, e.g., field work 
assistants - would need to be across current research of birds at universities - maybe do a bi-
annual search of who is doing what and provide to members along with information on 
volunteer opportunities having liaised with the researchers. 

 
HOW THEY USE COG 
Interestingly, 81% said that they often or sometimes read or use the CanberraBirds email discussion 
list/chatline, compared with 70% of members. Only one or two mentioned participating in any other 
COG services or activities. 
 
43% of the non-members state that they read Gang-gang almost every issue or often, compared 
with 82% of the members. Almost none said that they read the Annual Bird Report or Canberra Bird 
Notes. 
 
Interestingly, 16 of the 28 gave responses to the question ‘In your opinion, what are the best parts of 
being a member?’! I can only assume that the responses reflected their thoughts about what 
members got out of membership, as clearly the question did not apply to them. 63% most favoured 
‘Knowing that COG provides a voice for regional bird conservation’, the response that was also the 
most frequent among the members (93%). 

 
1 I appreciate that it is generally considered poor form to use percentages for figures lower than 100, but I am 
doing so in this report to facilitate comparisons between the responses of the 28 non-members and the 145 
members. 
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HOW CAN COG DO BETTER? 
When given a list of additional activities in which COG could consider engaging, the most frequent 
response was ‘More community engagement, with a conservation focus’ which was also the most 
frequent among the members’ responses.  
 
None indicated that they had any skills or time to contribute to COG. 
 
When asked ‘Do you have any general comments about COG services or activities?’, the following 
responses were received: 

• No, except to remain aware of the need to constantly keep people engaged. 
• I think the rarities committee needs closer scrutiny/oversight. 
• Very supportive of Birding Photo Exhibition in Canberra 
• My general impression, though it may be wrong is that COG suffers from an aging supporter 

base. How do we get younger people engaged, and not just the odd University student? 
What would make COG more relevant to them? How do we build an interest in nature? The 
sustainability of many community groups is under pressure as the same group of people end 
up doing it all, and this is made worse if the group is aging. 

 
WEBSITE 
All of the non-member respondents stated they visit the website either often or sometimes, similar 
to the 95% of the members who respond this way. 
 
When asked what they use the website for, all but one of the non-members stated that they use it 
often or sometimes to access bird information and photographs, a similar proportion to the 
members. Similarly, all but one of the non-members stated that they use the website to access 
publications, maps, etc., a slightly higher proportion than among the members. 
 
Most access the website using a desktop or laptop computer, rather than a phone or tablet, with 
similar proportions responding this way among both the non-members and the members. 
 
When asked what they particularly like about the website, the following responses were received: 

• Well organised. Useful timely posts eg Watson swift parrots 
• Lots of info about local birds, incl. photoes (sic)& some calls Information on current activities  

Backlog of COG publications 
• Easy to navigate.  Informative. 
• photos. 
• That your publications are freely available. 
• All of it 
• its easy to use 
• Canberra Bird Info is fantastic. The interactive data sheets are very informative. 
• Good 

 
None of the non-members reported having any ‘issues or problems’ with the website. There was just 
one suggestion as to what would make the respondent use the website more often, and that was 
‘Sightings esp unusual’. 
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COG’S EMAIL DISCUSSION LIST, CANBERRABIRDS 
Similar proportions of the non-members (76%) and the members (72%) stated that they often or 
sometimes use the discussion list. In addition, similar proportions stated that they subscribe and 
often read the list contents (62% of non-members cf 67% of members).  
 
This is what the non-members said they like about the discussion list: 

• Timely info 
• Info on interesting birds currently around.  General info on avifauna in general 
• Sightings and trip reports 
• It provides useful information in a timely manner.  e.g. to have a chance at seeing an unusual 

bird.  Some great photos are posted or linked. 
• Near real-time updates on bird sightings 
• Information shared - VERY helpful and informative re location, identifications, habits etc 
• nothing to add 
• Neighborhood info on birds, ID help 
• Updates, discussions, reports and photos 

 
Three non-members drew attention to ‘issues or problems’ that they have with the discussion list: 

• A few people dominate it, but of course they can be scrubbed without reading them. 
• Some members are a bit gruff, stops me posting all the time. But it is mostly fine. I think 

there should be less rules, just ignore the posts you don't want to read. 
• Sometimes I get messages saying that your software is not able to transmit messages to me. 

But I appear to be getting them fine when I check against the archives.   The other issue and 
one that put me off years ago making submissions on the list is the rather undiplomatic 
opinions which are presented. This is an issue I have discussed with several others who have 
similarly been put off making submissions. 

 
One non-member stated that they would use the discussion list more frequently if ‘As mentioned 
previously, ebird summaries, perhaps increasing the photo size limit’. 
 
COG REVENUE AND MEMBERSHIP MATTERS 
We asked ‘What annual membership fee might you be prepared to pay for COG’s current activities?’ 
9 of the 28 non-members responded, with four supporting the current $40, four supporting $50 and 
one supporting $60. It is not clear whether they were indicating an interest in joining if these were 
the membership fees, but that is probably not the case: more likely they were indicating what they 
think other people should pay. 
 
The non-members had some suggestions for strategies to increase COG’s long-term revenue: 

• Sponsorship revenue 
• Bequests - we have a very old membership base. 
• My local tennis club makes around $1800 from a Bunnings barbecue.  It's a significant 

amount for our small club. 
• Government grants ? 
• marketing products at events, fairs, weekend markets etc 
• run a public photographic exhibition annually and take 20% commission on sales 
• Annual fundraising calendar? 
• Too much money 
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They also had suggestions for increasing membership: 
• Engage the kids. Target school program - we are so lucky in Canberra with our bird heritage 
• Organise walks for non-members geared towards the growing Canberra retiree population - 

done through community events such as Seniors week.    There are lots of retirement 
communities being set up.  They have meeting areas and may like to get a talk on the birds, 
and a walk in a nearby Nature Reserve. 

• Attract younger people via social media presence 
• Be relevant and friendly. Do interesting things that will make a difference. 
• Draw folk from areas on the fringe of your network. 
• COGs currently does not have high visibility across the community - some CLEVER 

advertising would be good - targeting younger people via social media, in the language they 
will engage in - going into schools for presentations - posters at venues - community 
competitions with prizes - bird weekend once a year? 

• Perhaps give a talk at the Botanic Gardens Photographic Group 
• More email reminders. 

 
Additional suggestions were proffered for increasing the involvement of younger people: 

• See above 
• Organise bird walks for non-members - tie into community events, eg tree week, heritage 

week, science week.   Offer bird walks to youth groups, and schools 
• Social media, twitter and Facebook accounts, photography site 
• We found at our tennis club that younger people don't use email and web sites so much.  

Unfortunately, this means getting involved with one or more of Facebook, Twitter,  
Instagram, etc. and that is an extra load on the organisation.  You also need to post regularly 
so things look lively which is another burden.  It could work for COG if people posted their 
bird pictures. 

• target activities to students at ANU, CIT, UC? Have competitions for young people around 
bird photography etc. 

• Remove the old people who are holding the organisation back 
• Competitions? 
• Creating a social media presence 
• see above 
• Use Facebook and Instagram to post great photos of Birds 
• facebook, twitter, there being no stupid questions 
• School talks, engaging teachers who are working on sustainability, school nest boxes. A COG 

night focused on young people. 
 
With regard to establishing a member-only section of the website, similar proportions of non-
members supported the proposal, opposed it, and were unsure. This contrasts with the members 
among whom 42% opposed the proposal, 34% supported it and 24% were unsure. 
 
Not surprisingly, a lower proportion of non-members supported limiting the number of COG field 
trips in which non-members can participate (25%) compared with the members (55%). They gave 
some reasons for their responses: 

• Walks are a good way of introducing non-members to birds and to COG. But after a few trips 
they should be encouraged to join, and if necessary discouraged from participating without 
joining. 

• Keeping records like this make more work for your volunteers.  Maybe pass a hat around 
and ask non-members to kick in $5 or something? 

• It is important to encourage people to attend 
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• Presumably you have insurance costs to cover so it seems fair enough that only paid 
members should be able to access that facility. 

• I think the current arrangement where a non-member can attend one field trip is a good 
idea - otherwise members only 

• The people probably dont realise 
• I personally would a culture inclusiveness, if you want to increase membership, then surely 

walks are one of doing it. 
 
COG POLICY MATTERS 
We invited respondents to share their views about COG having policies on feeding wild birds, culling 
exotic birds and culling native birds. Similar high proportions of members and non-members 
supported COG establishing policies in all three areas. 
 
Four non-members drew attention to the following policy matters upon which they believe COG 
should take stronger positions: 

• Habitat protection 
• Encourage Government to adopt policies to eradicate exotics before they become a 

problem, eg spotted dove. 
• Threatened species; reintroduction of regionally extinct species 
• I gather the evidence for Noisy Miners is more around the issue that humans (and perhaps 

roos) have created an ideal environment for them. As small birds have no where to hide. So 
culling them whilst perhaps useful for the short term does not address the issue of the more 
critical issue of habitat loss.  A quick list of other policy matters to consider:  1) Tree removal, 
and planting  2) Under-story loss - linked to overgrazing of our reserves by roos  3) 
Conservation landscapes   4) Support an increase of funding for the government 
environment team.  5) Environmental education 

 
FINAL COMMENTS 
The survey concluded by inviting any other feedback that respondents would like to give to COG’s 
Committee of Management, with the following responses: 

• Great job all round 
• Look closely at the governance of your rarities committee. It seems to be run without 

sufficient self discipline. 
• Need to target younger people 
• Good to see the survey, thanks. 

 
 
 
(Drafted by David McDonald 27 December 2019) 


